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ceivables that are growing alongside. In our ing to Israel’s major dailyHa’aretz onDerivatives
view, however, derivatives are financial March 4. The state deficit hit 2.752 billion

shekels for the month. This follows a similarweapons of mass destruction, carrying dan-Buffett Warns of
gers that, while now latent, are potentially amount forJanuary,whichgivea totaldeficit

‘Mega-Catastrophe’ lethal.” for the first two months of 2003 of 5.43 bil-
Buffett’s warning provoked “rage in the lion shekels, or over $1 billion. This is al-

ready one-third of the deficit the governmentindustry,” said the LondonFinancial TimesIn his annual letter to shareholders, excerpts
on March 5. “Buffett’s warning on deriva- had projected for all of 2003; this rate ofof which have appeared on theFortune
tives isawake-upcall,” thenewspaper’s lead deficit exceeds 6% of Gross Domestic Prod-websiteonMarch3,WarrenBuffettsays that
editorial noted,buthas infuriatedderivatives uct. There is an ongoing collapse of tax reve-he and Berkshire Hathaway partner Charlie
banks and traders though it “differs little nues, which for February were 11% lowerMunger “are of one mind in how we feel
from a string of regulators who have raised than the year before. If this trend continues,about derivatives and the trading activities
concerns about” credit derivatives. “So far, the credit-rating companies will cut Israel’sthat go with them: We view them as time-
there has been no explosion, but the risks of state credit rating, making it even harder tobombs, both for the parties that deal in them
this fast-growing market remain real,” the borrow overseas. Durable goods purchasesand the economic system.” He added that
Financial Times said, adding that “the con- collapsed another 22% compared to the“the range of derivatives contracts is limited
centration of risk in a few institutions and the year before.only by the imagination of man (or some-
involvement of organizations not experi- Benjamin Netanyahu, now Financetimes, so it seems, madmen.”
enced in the credit market could still trigger Minister, will be implementing a drasticBuffett said that “the macro picture is
systemic problems. As so often in the past, budget-cutting program that will includedangerous and getting more so. Large
Mr. Buffett sounded a timely warning.” massive layoffs in the public sector.amountsof risk,particularlycredit risk,have

Foreign residents continue to pull theirbecome concentrated in the hands of rela-
foreign currency holdings out of Israel. Intively few derivatives dealers, who in addi-
January alone, they withdrew $174 millionAerospacetion trade extensively with one another. The
from Israeli banks. In addition to this, $74troubles of one could quickly infect the oth-
million was sent out of the country by Is-ers. On top of that, these dealers are owedEmployment at raeli citizens.huge amounts by non-dealer counterparties.50-Year LowSome of these counterparties, as I’ve men-

tioned, are linked in ways that could cause
Not since 1953 has employment in the U.S.them to contemporaneously run into a prob-
aerospace sector been as low as it was at theTurkeylem because of a single event (such as the
end of 2002, at 689,000, according to Aero-implosion of the telecom industry or the pre-
space Industries Association head Joncipitous decline in the value of merchant $30 Billion Loans
Douglass on March 4. Employment in thepower projects). Linkage, when it suddenly To Avoid Defaultindustry—which includes military and com-surfaces, can trigger serious systemic
mercial aircraft, missiles, and commercialproblems.
and government space—has fallen 13%“The derivatives genie is now well out of Turkey needs $30 billion in U.S. loans to
since Sept. 11, 2001, and by nearly half sincethe bottle, and these instruments will almost avoid a foreign-debt default, according to in-
the fall of the Soviet Union in 1989. The dra-certainly multiply in variety and number un- ternational bankers who say International
matic collapse in employment by 106,000til some event makes their toxicity clear. Monetary Fund loans and IMF-backed aus-
jobs just since 9/11, was due to the crisis inKnowledge of how dangerous they are has terity plans would not be enough to meet all
civil aviation, the decline in commercialalready permeated the electricity and gas Turkey’s debt obligations this year,
space activity due to the decline in telecom-businesses, in which the eruption of major Bloomberg reported March 4. Interest pay-
munications, and industry mergers and ac-troubles caused the use of derivatives to di- ments on Turkey’s national debt currently
quisitions.minish dramatically. Elsewhere, however, use up two-thirds of its fiscal revenue. Tur-

keywoulduse theU.S. loans to “swap”aboutthe derivatives business continues to expand
unchecked. Central banks and governments one-third of its domestic debt, reducing debt

payments and lengthening the repaymenthaveso far foundnoeffectiveway tocontrol, Israel
or even monitor, the risks posed by these schedule. The government borrows in its

own currency, at a cost that has risen to 30%contracts. . . . Another Record
“Charlie and I . . . try to be alert to any above inflation, to make debt payments—

Government Deficitsort of mega-catastrophe risk,” Buffett and reportedly will have to tap its cash re-
wrote, and that posture may make us unduly serves on March 5.

“Financially, there’s no way out for Tur-apprehensive about the burgeoning quanti- Israel racked up another record state deficit
in February, as foreigners continued to with-ties of long-term derivatives contracts and key if there’s no U.S. money,” said a Deu-

tsche Bank economist.the massive amount of uncollateralized re- draw funds at an unprecedented rate, accord-
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